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Show your artwork with Arts & Minds

Welcome to the new look newsletter

One of our artists checks out the brilliant work at last year’s exhibition

The Arts & Minds exhibition is back - but this year it’s in June. As
some of you may know, the Love Arts Festival isn’t happening in
2019 (see p. 6) but we were keen to do our big art show anyway.
Like last year, the exhibition will be in an empty shop unit in the St
John’s Centre. We want every Arts & Minds member to contribute
artwork. For more info on how to submit artwork turn to page 2.
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Show your artwork in 2019

2 brilliant exhibitions are taking place over the next few months,
both of which should be of interest to Arts & Minds members.

‘Highlights’ at St John’s Centre

In June Arts & Minds will be taking over a shop unit in the St John’s
Centre in Leeds City Centre. We want to fill the unit with as much
art as possible. Every member of Arts & Minds can show their
artwork and there is no judging panel. All art is welcome. This
could be 2D (canvases or framed artwork) or 3D. If you’re not an
Arts & Minds member it’s fine, you can join us for free when you
submit your work. Arts & Minds aims to show artwork by people
who have some link to mental health; however your work does not
have to address mental health.Though it’s a large unit, space is
limited so we ask that your 2D work fit into 1 metre square.
1 metre square – what does this mean?
It means that your work should be able to
fit within a 100cm x 100cm square. You can
have one big canvas or a few smaller ones.
We aren’t too harsh if you’re a few
centimetres over – but we do have to be
fair to all the other artists. We usually have
around 80 to 100 artists exhibiting.
How do I submit my artwork?
Bring your work to the St John’s Centre on the following days:
Tuesday May 28th, 2pm – 6pm
Wednesday May 29th, 11am – 4pm
Friday 31st May, 9am – 1pm
If you can’t make it at any of those times please get in touch for
an alternative arrangement. Please phone us on 0113 2623128 or
email us at info@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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The Venue
The unit is on the ground floor, in the main concourse. It’s at the
bottom of the escalators. The address is St John’s Centre, Merrion
St, Leeds LS2 8LQ.
More Info
The exhibition will take place between 11 - 24 June 2019. It is free
to enter, though if you sell work we take a 20% commission. There
will be a chill-out space and a workshop space as part of the show.
There will be a number of events and workshops taking place in
the space as during the two weeks the show is up. There will be
a number of “private views” for groups or individuals who would
struggle to attend when other members of the public are there. If
you are member or artist who think you might have problems either
taking part or attending the exhibition, please let us know. We can
work with you to make things easier. Though the venue is
wheelchair accessible, we understand it may be difficult to access
for other reasons. Please talk to us!
I want to help
Brilliant! Let us know and we’ll let you know how. We’ll need
people to join a Curation Team, a team to help put the work up and
people to help invigilate the show. Get in touch and keep checking
your emails and the Arts & Minds website for more information.

Our ‘Highlights’ exhibition at St John’s Centre in 2018

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Inkwell May Day Exhibition

Inkwell do their May Day exhibition every year at their space in
Chapel Allerton. We thought Arts & Minds members might want to
get involved, if they’re not already. Over to Inkwell:

As part of our annual fundraising efforts we are launching our
annual May Day Open Exhibition which invites anyone to submit
artwork
Who
The Mayday exhibition at Inkwell is open to everyone. If you would
like to submit artwork for the exhibition please contact Sofia either
by popping into Inkwell or via email (sofia.byrne@leedsmind.org.
uk)
Submitting work
You can submit both 3D and 2D work in any medium.
2D work
There is a submission charge of £5 per artwork and a maximum of
3 pieces per artist, which will cover an area no larger than 1 square
metre in total. Inkwell will not accept work that is not prepared to
exhibit i.e. framed with suitable hanging fixtures or string/wire.
3D work
3D work will be displayed in the glass cabinet for the duration
of the exhibition . You can enter up to 5 pieces at £1 per exhibit,
weighing no more than 1 kg (2 lbs) Maximum space per exhibitor
is: 25 cm(H) x 25 cm(W) x 37 cm(D).
We aim to include every item submitted however this is dependant
on available space and the number of submissions we receive.
Some artwork may not be included. In this instance a refund of
the submission fee will be offered. Inkwell reserves the right not to
select inappropriate work.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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What you need to do
Please deliver your artwork(s) to Sofia and Joe with your entry fee
to inkwell on Thursday 25th, Friday 26th or Saturday 27th
between 11 and 4pm. On delivery you will be required to fill in
a delivery note, a disclaimer form and add labels to each piece
of artwork which will include artist name, title of work, medium,
description of artwork and price (please note retail price should
include 20% commission to Inkwell).
The launch will be on Thursday 2nd May 6-8pm

“I want to show work in the Arts & Minds exhibition AND
the Inkwell May Day exhibition!”
Brilliant! You’ll notice that the dates do clash somewhat.
We’d recommend you show different artwork in both
exhibitions. If this is really a problem (eg if you only have a
small amount of artwork), please do get in touch with us at
Arts & Minds and we’ll work with Inkwell to make it happen.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Love Arts: The Future...

As you may be aware, Love Arts Festival is not happening in
2019. We’re taking a year off to reflect and we’ve had some
“Think Ins” to listen to what people think about the festival’s
future. Here are some excerpts from pieces people wrote to describe what was talked about. For more updates on how things
are going see www.loveartsleeds.co.uk/love-arts-the-future
Think In 1, January 2019: ‘Think-In Thoughts’
There were lots of inspiring conversations and ideas flying around,
so many that it’s impossible to capture all of it. However some of
the key messages that came through to us were:
•

that people found a two week festival quite intense and
would prefer events throughout the year.

•

that people really enjoyed bringing people together at 		
events like the Tetley performance day & Leeds Museum
exhibitions/workshops.

•

that people particularly valued the big open exhibition and
that St Johns worked well as a hub where people could
gather

•

that people felt the workshops elements were important for
people to have a go

•

that it’s important to reach out to people and ensure we’re
not just talking to the converted!

We also had lots of generous offers of help and support to help
develop the vision for the festival, which we will be following up in
the coming months
Linda Boyles
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Think In 2, April 2019: ‘Building a Festival’
How can we make the Love Arts Festival happen? We’ve got loads
of great ideas. But how do we make them reality?
I was on the Builders team at the second think-in event in April.
With our hard hats on, this was the place to think about the
practical tools we need to build the festival. The Dreamers team
said they want the festival to be bigger and better than ever. And
the Thinkers were debating how to reach out to more people
across Leeds. Careful planning and hard work will be needed if this
is going to happen.
The building blocks of the festival must therefore include: partnership working, fundraising, marketing, and, most importantly, people
power. It would be fantastic if we can raise money for new organising roles, paid and unpaid, in the festival, and grow our resources
so we can hold even more events and involve more people.
Fortunately, we’ve got excellent foundations to build on: previous
successful festivals, trusted partner organisations, steering group
members and, of course, the Arts and Minds staff team. We’ll need
your help too: look out for ways that you can help to create bigger
and better Love Arts Festivals in future.
Gill Crawshaw

Cartoons that sum up some of the main points - look online for more

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Culture Club

Arts & Minds runs a regular Culture Club, aimed at people who
want to see cultural stuff with a supportive group. Here’s Margaret
Wilkinson for this season’s update:
2019 started well (“Oh no it didn’t!” “Oh yes it did!”) at the Leeds
City varieties Cinderella Rock and Roll Pantomime. It was just the
tonic we needed after the Christmas and New Year festivities.
We indulged in the fantastic music and spectacle of Opera North’s
productions of Katya Kabonova, The Magic Flute and the Rites of
Spring & Gianni Schicci.
We were invited to the Howard Assembly Rooms 10 year Birthday
Party which has sadly closed now for refurbishments for at least a
year. Not having the rich programme of plays from the Playhouse
or the World Music events at the Howard Assembly Rooms has
certainly made a dint in our calendar of events.
So Culture Club is taking an
inventive approach to look
at other activities going on in
Leeds that we can explore. In
March we had a fascinating
tour around Leeds Museums
Discovery Centre, followed
by an entertaining visit to the
Armouries and honed up our
crossbow techniques.
And in April we are having
the Big Easter Egg Roll at
Roundhay Park.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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The Culture Club theme this year is Green, the colour, the
Yorkshire countryside, recycling, pollution and ecology Some of
our artistic responses can be seen in the John Lewis Community
Hub on level 4. Favourable feedback and compliments have been
received from John Lewis and other community groups that use
the room. Our work has added colour and interest to all the
meetings held there, which is numerous. The Culture Club
members really rose to the challenge and are now preparing for
their 4th exhibition since September 2018.
Who knows what we will get up to over the summer but we aim to
embrace and enjoy the culture of Leeds.
If you are interested in joining us come along to one of our
regular monthly meetings held on the second Monday of
every month at 5pm in the John Lewis Community Hub on
level 4 but you can usually find us earlier on the same day
getting a drink at 4.15pm in Pret a Manger opposite the main
entrance of John Lewis’s in Victoria Gate.

Connect & Create

Arts & Minds members meet every month at The Tetley to share
their art, talk about projects and make things. The C&C sessions
have been an excellent way to connect members together and give
people a chance to meet each other. Join us!
Connect & Create
The Learning Studio, floor
2, The Tetley, Hunslet Rd,
Leeds
The first Monday of every
month, 2 - 4pm
Dates: 13 May/ 3rd June/
1st July
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Grief Series

The Grief Series is a sequence of seven projects by Leeds-based
artist and performance maker, Ellie Harrison. Using a seven stage
Grief Model from psychology as a starting point, each installment
is a collaboration with another artist. Arts & Minds are long-time
friends of Ellie and the Grief Series!
Part 7 of the Grief Series is a Day of The Dead celebration and
wake. In the lead up to the celebration Ellie is establishing links
between artists and communities in Yorkshire and Mexico City. In
collaboration with The Faro De Oriente, Mexico City we are
building community shrines called Ofrendas.
To celebrate Day of the Dead in Mexico, people build ‘Ofrendas’ to
remember friends, family and people of significance. Ofrendas are
brightly coloured displays including tables filled with photographs,
flowers, candles, food and significant objects. They are a central
part of celebrating those we have loved and lost, from close family

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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to our heroes from music or sport. We have been gifted a ‘mobile
ofrenda kit’ hand made by artists at The Faro De Oriente to use
with communities in Yorkshire.
We’d like to invite you to meet our collaborators from Mexico and
contribute to the artworks.
Drop in sessions and workshops
6th-11th May, 10-6pm (closed for event Wednesday 8th).
11 Merrion Way Unit 6, Merrion Centre, Leeds, LS2 8BT
Come in for a cuppa to see how the Ofrenda is developing and
have a chat. You can add to the artwork by bringing along a photo
of someone you’ve loved and lost or you can get stuck in and
learn how the artists from Mexico work on paper sculptures. Make
pom-poms, masks and picados (intricate paper chains) or make a
pocket shrine to someone you love – whether a beloved pop-star,
a pet or family member – to take away with you! Equally, feel free
to sit back and immerse yourself in a little patch of Mexico right
here in Leeds.

St Mary’s Exhibition

Recently Arts & Minds invited aritsts to take part in an exhibition at
St Mary’s House in Chapel Allerton. These pictures featured as did
those on page 23. St Mary’s house offers therapeutic services to
people with mental ill-health.

Amanda Burton

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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What a Difference a Letter Makes

The latest show from the excellent Fall Into Place - coming soon!
A new play inspired by real life stories will be performed next
month by intergenerational drama group ‘Generation Squad’.
The play is based on real letters donated by pen pals of the
Writing Back Project at University of Leeds. Writing Back connects
students and older Yorkshire residents, who become penpals, write
to one another for several months and then meet their penpal in
person at an event organised by Writing Back.
Naomi Roxby Wardle, Generation Squad drama facilitator says;
“It’s been so heartwarming and moving to read the letters written
by local older people and students. We have loved learning about
Chinese Spring Festival, music and family traditions. We can’t wait
to share all these amazing stories through this performance.”
Both Writing Back and Generation Squad are projects aiming to
break down barriers between older and young people and provide
platforms for those involved to share their stories and form new
friendships.
Tickets available at www.fallintoplace.co.uk.
For more info go to info@fallintoplace.co.uk or 0113 343 6189
What a Difference a
Letter Makes
3rd May, 7.30pm
4th May, 2pm
HEART Headingley
Bennett Road, Leeds
£5/£4 concessions
Relaxed performances
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Perky Painter Exhibition

Arts & Minds member the Perky Painter has some shows up!
Leeds artist Helen Gibson, professionally known as The Perky
Painter, shares her strange world of entwined forms expressed in
bold colours and textures in her first solo exhibition at The Old Red
Bus Station. The paintings explore Helen’s own feelings of
connection and disconnection to life around her through
intersecting, overlapping forms, merging together, being both isolated and joined by strong lines.
Vibrant colours and playful textures describe these entangled
forms as they collide and connect on the canvas. Where they
overlap, a new colour and texture is created, highlighting these
connections and their positive impact. Through the series, this
connection grows as the forms become even more entwined and
indistinguishable.
Find the Perky Painter’s work at the Arch Cafe and The Old Red
Bus Station .Find out more at www.thePerkyPainter.com and follow
her @ThePerkyPainter on Facebook / Instagram / Twitter

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Interview: Emma Goodway, Space 2

Space 2 are fabulous. They have been working in Leeds for many
years. Their aim is to “create healthy communities and thriving
young people through arts and creativity”. And they do it
marvellously. I caught up with Emma Goodway to find out more.
We met in Space 2’s offices, behind the Old Red Fire Station in
Gipton. We sat and drank tea amongst arty clutter and Emma
outlined what was going on.
“We’ve got four community gardens,” says Emma. “And we run
groups at each. Getting involved with a group is a fantastic way
of demystifying gardening and learning new skills with a friendly
bunch of people. It’s great to see people re-learning the traditional
techniques that we’ve forgotten. Like willow weaving!”
“Then there’s Threading Tales. This started out as way to celebrate
the NHS’s 70th birthday with a textiles project. It was such a
success that it has carried on. They’ve made book bags and all
sorts of other things.”

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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A lot of Space 2’s groups and events take place at the Old Fire
Station in Gipton. It closed as a working station in 2015 and reopened as a community hub in 2017. What other Space 2 groups
take place there?
“There are some key ones that might interest Arts & Minds
members,” says Emma. “The first is Heart 2 Art. The idea is that
people bring their own art, whatever they are working on and you
get support from artist Tony Stephenson about what you want to
make. It’s a really supportive environment for creative people. You
can also have a play with some different materials.”
“The other is Clear Out Your Closet. This is one’s run by Michelle
Scally Clarke, who is a really inspirational writer. She’s great at
helping people explore their creativity. And it’s all from people’s
own personal experiences. Though Michelle is a poet, you don’t
have to be. The group did a gorgeous performance recently. It was
really moving.”
“And there’s so much more! We do exhibitions and events too.
There’s an exhibition coming up soon at Leeds Central Library.
There’s always something going on. We’ve got an event to get
people together in June, inspired by Jo Cox. And there’s a Men’s
Festival coming soon too. Check out our website.”
Thanks Emma! You can find all the information about groups,
events, exhibitions and more at at www.space2.org.uk
Threading Tales - sewing, knitting and good conversation
Tuesdays, 9.30 - 12.30
Heart 2 Art - learn new skills and express yourself
Tuesdays, 2pm - 3.30pm
Clear Out Your Closet - deveop creative self-expression
Wednesdays 10am - 12pm

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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A Message from Fe!

Another positive piece from Fe, an Arts & Minds member who is
always keen to spread joy!
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Nope, you’re not having a moment of de ja vu, or time travelling,
although that would be very cool!
HAPPY NEW NATURAL YEAR to be more correct.
The Spring Equinox, which recently happened on Wednesday 20th
March is the true new year in accordance with the natural
energetic cycles of the earth.
Before the Julian Calendar and the present day Gregorian Calendar was implemented, people followed natural time, the time of
nature. People still do today, like farmers who farm according to
the moon cycles and swear by natural farming methods.
Have you ever wondered why so may New Year resolutions fail to
be successful and fail so quickly? It’s because January up until the
Spring Equinox is energetically the deadest time of the year and
definitely not a good time to start anything new that requires
sustained energy, enthusiasm and commitment. Observing nature
during this time we can see nothing much grows, animals
hibernate (and humans wish they could!), the sun is at its
weakest, birds fly away to the Southern Hemisphere, daylight
hours are shorter. Not necessarily an inspiring time.
When was the last time you tried to learn something new,
different, or something you’ve been wanting to do for ages but
never got round to doing? Can’t even remember?
We often get stuck in our own personal cycles unless something
forces change or we receive opportunities. Learning and practicing
new things creates new neurological channels in our brain.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Our brain literally expands. Being only habitual its like stumping
our personal growth and that’s why we feel bored and stuck in a rut
with life.
Now it’s the real New Year, it means you get a second chance of
starting something new, and this time with energetic support. So, in
the spirit of newness, try something new.
With many ways to express our creativity, we still stick to what we
like, know and are good at. Give yourself a new challenge! If you
paint, try sculpture. If you sketch, try watercolours. If you do collage try photography. Try something you normally wouldn’t go for,
something you think you’d be terrible at .
I did this with sewing. Even saying the word kind of brings me out
in a rash! At an art party I attended, I had already done the other
art options on offer and was left with sewing. I thought of repeating
my experiences with the other art choices, but said no, bit the bullet and absolutely went for something new which was sewing on a
sewing machine. Once I had gotten over the fear of sewing my fingers together, and had help from the sewing instructor, I was away!
I was having fun, learning something new and achieving something. I made a wee cushion filled with lavender. No surprisingly, it
didn’t turn out perfect, but it turned out far better than I imagined it
would. Seems, new is the new New!
What’s new pussycat? Cue Tom Jones...

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Take 10: Amelia Baron

Amelia Baron is an Arts & Minds member and recently completed
a really interesting art project in Sheffield:
Take 10, a performance that took place at Sheffield Train Station
in March this year, invited passer-by’s to take a seat opposite the
artist and simply engage in conversation for ten minutes.
This was a ploy to get the general public to talk more, sharing their
thoughts on mental health within today’s society as a means of
reducing stigma and initiating conversations where one feels able
to open up more.
The three day socially engaged performance is the product of
Amelia Baron, a recent graduate from Leeds Arts University. After
personal and social dealings with depression and suicide, Amelia
set up a safe space at Sheffield Station consisting of armchairs
and front room furniture. This was to encourage people to take 10
minutes out of their busy days by providing a welcome break to
engage in face to face conversation and peel their eyes away from
their screens. the artist, chatting for up to half an hour at a time.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Across the 3 days, over 60 people sat opposite the artist, chatting
for up to half an hour at a time. The majority of those who took up
a seat had either dealt first hand with mental health issues,
including depression and anxiety, or had a close relationship to
someone who had.
Other note-worthy outcomes showed that the largest group of
people who engaged with the performance were men aged between 30-50 years old. This figure also correlates to the Samaritan’s statistics that in the UK, the highest rate of suicide are those
carried out by men aged 45-49.
After its first success, Amelia hopes to bring Take 10 to other
venues where mental health and suicide is often unspoken about
or brushed under the carpet. To keep up with her progress, follow
amelia_baron_artist on Instagram where she will be launching a
new website in the near future.

Volunteer Wanted

James Whiteley is the volunteers coordinator at Palm Cove
Society in Headingley - and he is on the lookout for a volunteer:
Palm Cove Society is a registered Leeds based ‘Not for Profit’
Community Interest Company, We provide specialist supported
accommodation for victims of human trafficking, modern slavery,
forced marriage, honour based violence, domestic abuse, refugees
and destitute asylum seekers with additional social care needs.
We are currently looking for a volunteer to help run an arts and
crafts group at Palm Cove Society. The aim of the role is to enable
our clients to regain a sense of emotional well-being and selfesteem.
If you are interested or want more information email James at
james@palmcovesociety.co.uk
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Arts Together Leeds

Over 40 community groups and arts organisations have joined
together in Leeds with the aim of helping everyone to take
advantage of the city’s cultural offer.
Arts Together Leeds is the first arts engagement project of its
kind in the UK and aims to make it easier for community groups
to become actively engaged with the wealth of visual arts, music
and live performance taking place in Leeds and beyond, while also
facilitating the exchange of expertise, skills and resources between
the city’s arts and community organisations.
The project is supported by the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation who
have donated £120,000 over the next three years. Their funding
will help to establish a more integrated and accessible arts offering
for people who often encounter barriers to becoming involved with
cultural activities.
Celebrating community
The effect of the arts can be far-reaching, enhancing lives and
resulting in a positive and lasting impact on well-being, but many of
those who could benefit are discouraged by the social and cultural
barriers they encounter. Breaking down these barriers is a key aim
of the project.
David Holmes from Making Space, a mental health befriending
service, comments: “The Making Space Theatre Group thoroughly
love all performances that they go to see. Some of them live solitary lives, and the group gives them a chance to see productions
they otherwise couldn’t attend either through lack of someone to
go with or as it is often outside their financial scope, but they all
agree that making theatre shows affordable to them has enriched
their lives and gives them the extra confidence to mix with other
people. They would love to be able to engage with other arts organisations and have greeted this project with great enthusiasm.”
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Image by Justin Slee

Future plans include regular networking opportunities and a
website and newsletter which will be developed later in the year
to gather together the city’s arts-based activities in one easy-toaccess place. There will also be a more co-ordinated approach to
events such as Refugee Week.
Ruth Hannant, Head of Creative Engagement at Leeds Playhouse,
said: “We believe Arts Together’s coordinated and consistent approach to signposting and supporting access to cultural venues
and events across the city will be of enormous benefit to the communities we work with. It supports our deep-held commitment to
enabling people to increase their understanding, confidence and
capacity to engage, and to build real cultural capital which enriches
their lives.”
The Arts Together project welcomes applications from any arts
organisations or community groups based in or around Leeds.
Further info is available from madeleine.thorne@operanorth.co.uk
Arts & Minds will keep you up-to-date with all the latest
developments with this exciting project!
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Poetry by Sarah Strutt

“Over my life I have experienced some extremely challenging
times. My story is one of self harm and suicide attempts. Although I
thought I would never overcome these barriers I am slowly
realising that this is not true.
There are many points of inspiration across my journey so far,
including people I met in words they shared along the way. I would
like to share with you some of my poetry in the hope that maybe
someone could relate to any small part of it. I found great strength
in knowing that I am not alone and I hope that I can reach people
in a similar situation and realise the same and to carry on
fighting as you will discover many reasons for which life is worth
living.”

Sunrise
Known are my strengths and limitations
Fuel for this journey is my determination
I embraced the day with my increased mental acuity
Armed with my skills leap into the community
Descriptors on my skin and anecdotes from troubled times
“my escape from the torture in my mind
I know I will not stand tall for eternity
But Returning to my feet is a certainty
Some people might try to make my strength shrink
But my desire to help people erasers what they might think
I try therefore there is a chance I may succeed
Battling with impediments to which I am aggrieved
Neither a name nor a number defined only by my heart
Which has no capacity for ridiculing remarks
Years of practice have perfected the smile I display
Now a reflection from within not an image I portray
Sarah Strutt, 2019
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Not in our remit
Can I ask why you behaved in this way
When asked if you’re okay why did you fail to say
That your desire to be living is beginning to stray
Take a seat in that room
Someone will be with you soon
When your body proves unharmed from the pills you have
consumed
Can’t locate the results from blood taken some time ago
I searched the files but your name failed to show
A male allocated to the room you occupy
Unsure of who noted this data or the reason why
You left the hospital before the doctor treated you
The story that you told differs from that of the ambulance crew
Mental health team unaware that you’re in the hospital
Until that is completed our help is not possible
You are coping well managing your condition
And remember we are always here to listen
Sarah Strutt, 2019
Thanks Sarah. If you would like to share your poetry or writing,
please get in touch. The pictures below are some more from the St
Mary’s House exhibition mentioned on page 11.

Rebecca Carroll

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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What is Arts & Minds?

Arts & Minds is a network of people in Leeds who are interested
in creativity and mental health. We include carers, health
workers, artists, performers, students, people who’ve used
mental healh services, OTs... anyone with an interest.
We want to get people talking about how the arts can help
mental well being. We work closely with mental health services
(we’re funded by Leeds & York Parterships NHS Trust) and
encourage workers to use creativity in people’s care. We also
run the annual Love Arts Festival, a 2 week celebration of
creativity and well-being.

If you want to know more, please contact us using the details
on the front cover. You are welcome at any of our events or
workshops, if you are a member or not. You can join Arts &
Minds for free at: www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk/join-us

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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